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Part II of this study uses micromechanically accurate foam models to simulate and study the dynamic
crushing of open-cell foams. The model starts as random soap froth generated using the Surface Evolver
software to mimic the microstructure of the foams tested. The linear edges of the cellular microstructure
are ‘‘dressed’’ with appropriate distributions of solid to match those of ligaments in the actual foams and
their relative density. The ligaments are modeled as shear-deformable beams with variable cross sections
discretized with beam elements in LS-DYNA, while the Al-alloy is modeled as a ﬁnitely deforming elastic–
plastic material. The numerical contact algorithm of the code is used to model ligament contact and limit
localized cell crushing. The quasi-static and all dynamic crushing experiments in Part I are simulated
numerically. The models are shown to reproduce all aspects of the crushing behavior including the for-
mation and evolution of nearly planar shocks, the force acting at the two ends, the shock front velocity,
the strain in the crushed material behind the shock, and the energy absorbed.
The transition to shock behavior is rather gradual. At speeds 20 m/s and lower all aspects of the crush-
ing replicate the quasi-static behavior. Between 20 and 40 m/s inertial effects start to become apparent
with a gradual increase in the stress and strain at the proximal end. Shocks were found to occur above
impact speeds of 40–50 m/s.
Models were also crushed at constant velocities up to 200 m/s. Different representations of the Hugon-
iot were calculated and are shown to reinforce the experimentally generated ones in Part I. This includes
the linearity of the shock-impact velocities Hugoniot, the asymptotic increase with impact velocity of the
strain in the crushed region, and the quadratic increase of the proximal stress with velocity. The results
also conﬁrmed that the stress ahead of the shocks is at the level of the limit stress of the quasi-static
crushing response.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Open-cell solid foams, like the ones used in the impact experi-
ments in Part I of this study, consist of randomly packed polyhedral
cells generated in the foaming process. The polyhedra have
anywhere from 11 to 17 faces (Matzke, 1946) and the material is
concentrated in nearly straight edges and in nodes where usually
four edges meet. The nearly straight edges, or ligaments, have a
characteristic three-cusp hypocycloid cross sections known as
Plateau borders, whereas the Duocel foams used in Part I have cross
sections that are convex, a result of the way they are manufactured
from polymeric foam templates (Gong et al., 2005; Jang et al.,
2008). In both cases the cross sectional area of the ligaments is
smallest at mid-span and increases as the nodes are approached.
Another characteristic of foams produced by a chemical foaming
process is some elongation of the cells in the rise direction of the
initially liquid polymeric compound. This elongation is ananisotropy that affects the mechanical and other properties of
the polymerized and solidiﬁed foam.
These geometric characteristics coupled with the mechanical
properties of the base material are essential inputs to any effort
to model the mechanical behavior of foams. The approach taken
in our past studies has been to build up micromechanical models
that capture the key geometric features mentioned above, endow
them with the appropriate constitutive models for the base mate-
rial, and use them to reproduce all aspects of quasi-static mechan-
ical responses like the one shown in Fig. 2 in Part I. Motivated by
the nearly monodisperse nature of the microstructure of the poly-
meric and metallic foams analyzed in Gong et al. (2005), Jang et al.
(2008), and Jang and Kyriakides (2009a), the cellular microstruc-
ture was modeled using the 14-sided, periodic Kelvin cell. It was
shown that such models capture with accuracy the initial aniso-
tropic elastic moduli (Gong et al., 2005; Jang et al., 2008), the ‘‘yield
stress’’ that also represents the onset of instability (Laroussi et al.,
2002; Gong and Kyriakides, 2005; Jang et al., 2010), the localization
of deformation and its spreading tracing a nearly ﬂat stress plateau,
and the eventual densiﬁcation (Gong and Kyriakides, 2005; Jang
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responses produced by Kelvin cell models is that the crushing pat-
terns differ from those of actual random foams (Fig. 1b in Part I),
caused by the regularity of their microstructure. Furthermore,
Kelvin cell models are only applicable to monodisperse foams
(for crushing of foams with other regular microstructures see
Luxner et al., 2007).
These limitations can be overcome by developing models that
are more representative of the random microstructures of actual
foams. The random foam models used in this study start as soap
froth microstructures generated using the Surface Evolver software
(Brakke, 1992). Skeletal models are ﬁrst ‘‘stretched’’ in one direc-
tion to introduce the anisotropy present in the foams tested. The
ligaments are then ‘‘dressed’’ with appropriate distributions of so-
lid to match that of the actual foam as well as its relative density
(Jang et al., 2008; Gaitanaros et al., 2012). Simulation of a complete
crushing process from localization to densiﬁcation requires large
size models, which in turn dictates that ligaments be modeled as
shear deformable beams with variable cross sections. Furthermore,
beam-to-beam contact on the outer surface of ligaments is an
essential component of the models.
Gaitanaros et al. (2012) (hitherto referred to as GKK-2012)
demonstrated that such random foam models are capable of cap-
turing all aspects of quasi-static crushing response of metallic
foams. In the present study, suitably sized models generated in a
similar fashion are used to ﬁrst simulate several of the dynamic
crushing and shock propagation experiments reported in Part I.
Such models are subsequently used to enrich the experimental
results in order to help elucidate the associated phenomena.
The most relevant work on dynamic crushing of cellular mate-
rials to the present effort comes from modeling of in-plane crush-
ing of honeycomb. Honeycomb is a 2D cellular material that
exhibits similar behavior under quasi-static crushing to that of
space-ﬁlling foams (e.g., see Gibson and Ashby, 1997; Klintworth
and Stronge, 1988; Papka and Kyriakides 1994, 1998a,b). We par-
ticularly mention results from three groups that highlight some
of the physical aspects of dynamic crushing that were reported
in Part I and in previous experimental efforts: Hönig and Stronge
(2002a,b) impacted FE models of hexagonal honeycomb at differ-
ent speeds and reported inertia driven differences in the initiation
of localization, and dynamic enhancement of the crushing stress
and the dissipated energy. Ruan et al. (2003) using a purely hexag-
onal honeycomb model and a wider range of impact velocities ob-
served the transition to shock behavior and the formation of shocks
above a certain speed. Zou et al. (2009) used a similar model to
study more in depth the behavior at lower impact speeds, the tran-
sition to shock behavior, and the purely shock behavior at higher
velocities. They quantiﬁed the dynamic stress enhancement and
observed that when shocks develop the stress ahead of the shock
remained at the level of the quasi-static initiation stress.2. Modeling of random foams
The generation of the skeletal random foam and its ‘‘dressing’’
with a solid follows the same steps as described in Jang et al.
(2008), Jang and Kyriakides (2009b) and GKK-2012. The process
is also outlined here for completeness.2.1. Generation of a random foam model
Random soap froth microstructures are generated using the
Surface Evolver (Brakke, 1992) as described in Kraynik et al.
(2003). A primitive Voronoi froth is generated from randomly
packed monodispersed spheres. The Voronoi structure is then used
as initial condition in the Surface Evolver to generate a ‘‘dry’’ foamwith zero liquid volume fraction. The software minimizes energy
and balances mechanical forces by satisfying Plateau’s laws (e.g.,
Weaire and Hutzler, 1999). The microstructure is then exposed
to large deformation tension–compression cycles that lead to addi-
tional topological transitions that further reduce the surface en-
ergy. The resulting structures are in very good agreement with
Matzke’s experimental study (1946) of monodisperse soap froth
regarding types of polyhedra, distribution of polygonal sides, and
ligament length distribution (see Kraynik, 2003, 2006; Kraynik
et al., 2003, 2004, 2005). They are also representative of polymeric
foams analyzed in our previous work (Jang et al., 2008). The ran-
dom models used in our studies start as skeletal versions of such
microstructures formed by joining the cell vertices with straight
lines.
The majority of the models used here started as cubical spatially
periodic random soap froths with 123 cells. The periodicity was
removed and the models were cropped down to 12  8  8 cells.
Following Jang et al. (2008), an afﬁne deformation was then
applied to the microstructure by amplifying the projection of liga-
ments in the x1-direction by a factor k = 1.1, while the projections
of ligaments in the other two directions retain their original
lengths. This value of anisotropy is smaller than the value used
in GKK-2012 in order to reﬂect the differences observed in the
crushing specimens used (see Fig. 12 in Part I and related text).
An example of the skeletal version of such a model is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The model will be impacted along the x1-direction with
the two ends in this direction coming into contact with a planar
backing mass and a rigid plane that represents the anvil as shown
in Fig. 2. To facilitate this contact these two ends were slightly
cropped so that all edges are co-planar.
The straight ligaments are then dressed with shear-deformable
beams with circular cross sections with variable area along their
length that follows the expression developed from measurements
reported in Jang et al. (2008):
AðnÞ ¼ Aof ðnÞ ¼ Aoð36n4 þ n2 þ 1Þ; n ¼ x=‘ ð1Þ
where Ao depends on the ligament length ‘ as follows
Ao ¼ AogðgÞ ¼ Aoð0:6633þ 0:2648g2:5963Þ; g ¼ ‘=‘ ð2Þ
Here, Ao and ‘ are the average values of the measurements per-
formed on the foam used in the experiments in Part I.
Modeling ligaments as beams leads to an overlap of material at
the nodes. The following expression for the relative density that ac-
counts for this overlap is adopted (Jang et al., 2008):
q
q
¼ k Ro
‘
 n
ð3Þ
where Ro is the mid-span radius of the ligament. The parameters k
and n depend on the anisotropy and for k = 1.1 take the values of
1.9543 and 1.7131 respectively. The value of Ro is evaluated from
Eq. (3) using q⁄/q = 0.08 and the average length ‘ of all ligaments
in the stretched froth. Subsequently, the lengths are placed into
two groups: group 1 includes all ligaments that are shorter than ‘,
and group 2 includes the ligaments that are longer than ‘. The aver-
age length of each group is designated as ‘1 and ‘2. The two average
lengths are then used in Eq. (2) to establish corresponding values
for Aoj‘a ; a ¼ 1;2.
2.2. Discetization and FE modeling
The ﬁnite element modeling is performed within the LS-DYNA
(2006) code and follows for the most part along the lines of the
quasi-static models developed in Gaitanaros et al. (2012). Brieﬂy,
the ligaments are discretized with the Hughes–Liu (1981) linear
Fig. 1. (a) 3D rendering of random soap froth with 12  8  8 cells and (b) slice from the same model after ligaments are dressed with beam elements.
Fig. 2. Foam models for (a) direct and (b) a stationary impact.
Table 1
Cross sectional area of beam elements for the two ligament groups.
n f ðnÞj‘1 f ðnÞj‘2
0.18 6 n 6 0.18 1.0 1.0
0.18 < |n| 6 0.34 1.2425 –
0.18 < |n| 6 0.26 – 1.0
0.26 < |n| 6 0.34 – 1.3925
0.34 < |n| 6 0.42 1.9122 1.9122
0.42 < |n| 6 0.5 2.8484 2.8484
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element.
Considering the order of the element, the nonuniformity of the
cross sectional area, and issues related to ligament contact, special
care needs to be taken regarding the number of elements in eachligament. Convergence studies resulted in discretizing ligaments
in the ﬁrst group (‘ < ‘) using 7 elements and those in the second
group (‘  ‘) with 9 elements. All elements have a uniform circular
cross sectional area based on the following:
AðnÞ ¼ Aoj‘a f ðnÞj‘a ; a ¼ 1;2 ð4Þ
where Aoj‘a are the two cross sectional areas established as de-
scribed in the previous section. The values of f ðnÞj‘a for the two
groups of ligaments are given in Table 1. Fig. 1(b) shows a slice of
a random foam model generated as described in Section 2.1 and
dressed with beam elements in the fashion outlined above. Its sim-
ilarity to actual foams used in our study is quite clear (see Fig. 2 in
Part I).
Contact between ligaments of collapsed cells arrests local defor-
mation and leads to the propagation of crushing in the foam. Con-
sequently, proper modeling of contact plays a crucial role in the
ability of the model to reproduce correctly the shock front, its
propagation and the densiﬁcation of the material behind it. For this
purpose, the automatic contact algorithm of LS-DYNA is adopted.
Coulomb friction with a coefﬁcient of 0.4 was found to yield good
numerical stability of the solutions and is used in all dynamic cal-
culations. A standard penalty formulation is used with an interface
stiffness chosen to be one order of magnitude less than the stiff-
ness of the contacting elements to guarantee numerical stability.
As noted above, the use of beam elements leads to excess mate-
rial at the nodes. This excess material was corrected for the calcu-
lation of the density of the model foam but the overlaps remain in
the model. The overlaps at the nodes cause initial interpenetrations
between beam elements and non-physical contacts that lead to
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bypassed by excluding the two elements adjacent to the nodes
from developing contact.
The mass density of the Al alloy, q, was assigned the value of
2690 kg/m3 (0.09718 lb/in3). The overlap at the nodes results in
an overestimation of the inertial forces. Since the four ligaments
contribute material to each node, this issue was remedied by scal-
ing the density of the two elements in each of the four intersecting
ligaments by 0.25. The veracity of this approximation was evalu-
ated by numerically weighing the model and showing that its
weight corresponded to a foam density of 0.0785q.
The constitutive model for the Al alloy base material is elastic–
plastic based on the stress–strain properties measured in an inde-
pendent tensile test and reported in Fig. 2 of Jang and Kyriakides
(2009b) (true stress-logarithmic strain version of the one shown
in the ﬁgure; Ramberg–Osgood ﬁt of the engineering stress–strain
response with E = 104 ksi—69 GPa, ry = 28 ksi—193 MPa, n = 48).
3. Numerical results
3.1. Quasi-static crushing
The ability of such random models to reproduce all aspects of
the crushing response of open-cell models was demonstrated in0
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corresponding to the numbered bullets on the response.GKK-2012. However, motivated by the variation in quasi-static
crushing responses reported in Fig. 12 in Part I, the anisotropy
parameter used in the present models is slightly smaller than in
our previous results (k = 1.1). Because the choice of this parameter
affects all subsequent dynamic results, it is imperative that we ﬁrst
demonstrate that the model reproduces accurately quasi-static
crushing for the new set of specimens tested. Thus, Fig. 3(a) shows
the stress-displacement response calculated using a 12  8  8
with the new value of anisotropy. Included in the ﬁgure is the qua-
si-static response measured for specimen QS3 (see Table 2 in Part
I). Fig. 3(b) shows a sequence of corresponding deformed conﬁgu-
rations of a full width slice of the model taken from approximately
nearly the middle of the domain. The calculated response tracks
the measured one in most respects: the initial elastic stiffness,
the ﬁrst load maximum, the stress plateau and its extent up to
an average strain of about 60%. Regarding the densiﬁcation branch
the model is slightly more compliant than the actual foam as in-
deed was the case for similar results in GKK-2012. As is the case
in experiments, following the stress maximum the deformation
localizes at the weakest site in the specimen, which in this case
is about one-third of the height from the bottom. In image r, at
a displacement of about 0.05ho, a series of collapsed cells have
formed a somewhat disorganized band at this location. It is worth
mentioning that this band has a 3D relief across the specimen. In0
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Fig. 4. (a) Proximal and (b) distal stress-time histories from a simulation of the
90 m/s direct impact speed.
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but in imagesu andv a second crushing front develops, this time
at a location one third of the height from the top. Presumably this
takes place because the upward progression of the ﬁrst crush zone
was inhibited by stiffer cells near the mid-height of the specimen.
Interestingly, the new band is inclined in the opposite direction
from the ﬁrst one. Beyond point v crushing starts to affect the
upper and lower edges of the specimen that are somewhat stiffer
due to the support they receive from the boundaries; conse-
quently, the recorded stress shows a gradual increase that contin-
ues until the whole specimen is crushed, somewhat arbitrarily
assumed to occur at an average strain of about 55%. A clearer
exposé of these results can be found in movie ModelQS in
supplementary data.3.2. Dynamic crushing
We now use similar random models to simulate crushing by
impact as performed in the experiments in Part I. For computa-
tional efﬁciency the size of the model remains at 12  8  8 so in
order for the time response to correspond to the one of the exper-
iments, the length of the model is scaled to that of the specimens
(i.e., 4 in—102 mm—for most cases). Both direct and stationary im-
pact simulations are performed. The initial transient and smooth-
ening of the crushing responses introduced by the discontinuity
between the anvil and the pressure bar in the experimental results
(see Figs. 4 and 7 in Part I) is avoided here by having the specimen
contact rigid planes at both ends as shown in Fig. 2. Direct impact
is simulated by attaching the specimen to a rigid mass Mb that is
assigned an initial velocity Vi; the two in turn impact a rigid
stationary plane as shown in Fig. 2(a). For stationary impact, the
foam model is attached to a stationary rigid plane and is impacted
by a rigid planar mass assigned an initial velocity that againcorresponds to the one of the experiments simulated (Fig. 2(b)).
In both types of simulations Mb is chosen such that ratio Mb/Mf
matches that of the corresponding experiment (Mf mass of foam
model).
3.3. Simulation of a direct impact experiment that develops shocks
The modeling framework outlined above is now used to simu-
late the 90 m/s experiment in Part I (DY4). The backing mass-foam
mass ratio, Mb/Mf, is assigned the experimental value of 3.837 and
the foam and backing mass are both given an initial velocity of
90 m/s. The foam model impacts the stationary plane and immedi-
ately cell crushing commences next to it. Fig. 4(a) shows a plot of
the nominal stress exerted on this plane (r) and Fig. 4(b) the
stress felt by the traveling mass (rþ)—in both cases stress =
force/foam undeformed cross sectional area. The stress response
measured through the pressure bar in the corresponding experi-
ment is included with a dashed line in Fig. 4(a) for comparison.
Fig. 5 shows a set of deformed conﬁgurations of an axial slice of
the model that correspond to the numbered bullets on the re-
sponses in Fig. 4. The shock is seen to start on the left and propa-
gate to the right consuming the specimen within 1 ms.
On impact, stress r exhibits a sharp rise but quickly drops
down to a relatively constant level with undulations. The extent
of the initial stress peak is governed by the time step chosen to ex-
tract the data from the numerical solution and thus it will not be
further scrutinized. The stress on the distal end (rþ) is due to elas-
tic wave action and consequently its rise is delayed somewhat un-
til the stress wave traverses the length of the specimen.
Furthermore, rþ follows a much lower stress level and is smoother
than r. In imager at t = 0.125 ms, cells adjacent to the stationary
plane have crushed forming a relatively sharp front that we deﬁne
as the ‘‘shock’’. Subsequently, in images s to x the shock propa-
gates to the right leaving behind it crushed cells while ahead of
it the cells appear undeformed. An enlarged view of the shock front
in image u at t = 0.503 ms is depicted in Fig. 6. The front can be
seen to be reasonably planar but the discrete and random nature
of the cellular microstructure implies that it has a width that is
of the order of one-half of a cell diameter. The number of undula-
tions in the stress response is probably related to the number of
cells in the model along the crushing direction. The amplitude of
the undulations is also inﬂuenced by the fact that as the shock is
traversing the specimen it encounters some ‘‘stronger’’ and some
‘‘weaker’’ cells. Since the force transmitted to the stationary plane
at a given time represents the integral of the resistance encoun-
tered at that instant, the force can vary with axial position. The
undulations continue until the shock reaches the moving plane
on the right (y at t = 0.987 ms) when the stress takes an upward
trajectory.
The r response measured in the corresponding experiment
included in Fig. 4(a) with a dashed line, is seen to be in good
agreement with the mean value of the calculated one for
t > 0.3 ms. It has a level of about 610 psi (4.21 MPa), which is high-
er than the quasi-static crushing level. As mentioned in Part I, the
discontinuity in cross sectional areas at the anvil-bar interface
masks the initial transient and has a smoothening effect on the re-
corded stress level. This will be further examined in the next
section with the help of a more representative model of the exper-
imental setup. A more detailed exposé of these results can be found
in the movie ModelV90 in supplementary data.
Returning to Fig. 4(b), the stress on the moving plane rises
smoothly to a level just under 400 psi (2.76 MPa) and traces a con-
stant level for about 0.2 ms. It then drops to a local minimum and
subsequently hovers at a stress level that is somewhat below
400 psi. It is interesting that this stress picks up earlier than at
the proximal end, probably because as the shock approaches the
Fig. 5. Sequence of deformed conﬁgurations corresponding to times marked on the stress histories in Fig. 4 with numbered bullets.
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tiation stress (r^I) from the quasi-static crushing calculation on the
same model reported in Fig. 3(a). As observed in the experiments,
this value appears to bound the rþ response from above. (A similar
observation was made in Zou et al. (2009) for in-plane impact of
regular honeycomb.)The calculation of the velocities and other problem variables is
extracted from the solution as follows. The velocity of the backing
mass, Vb, is evaluated by tracking its position in time. The time his-
tory of Vb is drawn with solid line in Fig. 7 together with the corre-
sponding one from the experiment. The analysis is seen to track
very closely the deceleration of the backing mass experienced in
Fig. 6. Enlarged view of the model showing the shock.
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ðt2 = 0.93 ms) the velocity is reduced to about 60 m/s.
As mentioned above, although the shock front is essentially
planar it has a rather ragged relief and thus determination of its
position with time must be performed with care. The dashed red
line drawn in Fig. 6 shows the best estimate of its position in image
u, which came from approximately the mid-width position. This is
repeated at different locations across the width and similarly from
the corresponding skeletal views (e.g., Fig. 1(a)). The average of
these estimates produces hc(t) and hi(t) = hb(t)  hc(t). The position
of the front in the undeformed conﬁguration is then s(t) = ho  hi(t),
and its velocity is the time derivative _sðtÞ. The velocity of the crush
front is given by VC ¼ _hCðtÞ. The resultant shock and front velocities
are compared to the experimental results in Fig. 7. Because of the
relatively small number of cells in the model, fewer data points
can be extracted from the analysis. However, the calculatedtrajectories are generally smoother than the measurements and
follow the trend of the experiments quite well.
Another illustration of the shock formation and propagation
appears in Fig. 8(a) that shows a position-time plot of a narrow
strip taken out of the crushing model. The ﬁrst image at the bottom
shows the foam and backing mass approaching the stationary
plane. The subsequent 14 images, separated by 0.082 ms, show
the initiation of crushing on the impacted plane and the propaga-
tion of the crushing front towards the approaching backing mass.
The last image at the top at t = 1.066 ms shows the foam fully
crushed. A more quantitative plot of the dynamic events is shown
Fig. 8(b) where x  t trajectories of a number of points along the
length of the strip are plotted (x represents positions measured
from the impacted end—Lagrangian frame). Included is the trajec-
tory of the backing mass, which quantiﬁes its gradually decreasing
velocity. The different points are seen to initially follow the trajec-
tory and velocity of the backing mass but, starting from the bottom
and moving up, one by one comes to a stop as it enters the crushed
zone and then stays at rest until the crush front reaches the back-
ing mass at about 1 ms. Beyond this point, the crushed foam
undergoes additional compaction as indicated by the sloping of
the trajectories for t > 1 ms.
3.4. Effect of the anvil and bar interface
In the way of trying to reproduce the experimental results, and
at the same time demonstrate the effect of the anvil/bar disconti-
nuity on the measured response, we repeat the simulation of
experiment DY4 but, this time, include the bar as well as the anvil
in the model. Thus the stationary plane is replaced with a linearly
elastic solid anvil-bar system as shown in Fig. 9. In view of the
square cross section of the foam model, the bar and anvil have
square cross sections also but are assigned the same area ratio as
in the experiment, that is Aanvil/Abar = 25. They are both meshed
with 8-node solid elements and are assigned the mechanical prop-
erties of steel: elastic modulus E = 30  103 ksi (207 GPa), Poisson’s
ratio m = 0.3, and mass density q = 0.2932 lb/in3 (8120 kg/m3). To
avoid complications from reﬂecting waves, the end of the bar is
assigned nonreﬂecting boundary conditions. This also allows use
of a shorter bar as shown in the ﬁgure.
Fig. 10(a) shows the stress r recorded at the far end of the
model bar. The initial sharp spike recorded on the rigid plane
(Fig. 4(a)) has been replaced by a smooth rise up to a time of
approximately 0.3 ms followed by a relatively ﬂat plateau at about
600 psi (4.14 MPa) that continues until about 1.0 ms. Furthermore,
the anvil-bar system has also ‘‘ﬁltered out’’ the stress undulations
seen in the corresponding response from the rigid boundary in
Fig. 4(a). Included in the ﬁgure is the response measured in the
experiment, which is seen to follow the calculated one quite well.
A small difference is that in the calculation the pickup in stress at
the end of crushing is somewhat delayed.
Fig. 10(b) shows the stress recorded at the distal end (rþ, Anal.),
which of course remains the same as the one from the calculation
without the anvil-bar boundary reported earlier in Fig. 4(b). For
completeness, we also use the bar calculated stress, r, together
with the appropriate velocities in the conservation of linear
momentum (Eq. (6) in Part I) to evaluate the stress on the distal
end as was done in the experiment. This response is included in
Fig. 10(b) (Anal. Bar) together with the one calculated in a similar
manner in the experiment. The two are seen to be similar missing
the initial rise of the actual response exhibited for t < 0.3 ms.
3.5. Constant velocity impact
Thus far, we have simulated the process used to conduct the
direct impact experiments described in Part I. In other words, the
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kinetic energy sufﬁcient to fully crush the 4-inch (102 mm) longfoam. Under these conditions the velocities of the backing mass
and material ahead of the shock gradually drop. The modeling
Fig. 9. Model showing the foam and the anvil-pressure bar system.
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ing plane at the distal end, which produces ‘‘cleaner’’ results.
Therefore, the 90 m/s impact simulation is now repeated but the
moving rigid plane is assigned a constant velocity. Fig. 11(a) shows
the calculated stresses acting on the proximal and distal end planes
and Fig. 11(b) shows the variation of the three relevant velocities
with time (compare with Fig. 7). The prescribed moving plane
velocity (V+) is now constant and so is the velocity of the shock, _s
(within the accuracy of the measurements). The stress behind
the shock (r) again exhibits a similar initial sharp rise followed
by a stress plateau with an initial level of about 610 psi
(4.21 MPa) that lasts until t  0.28 ms. Beyond this point, the stress
ﬂuctuates about a mean value of about 670 psi (462 MPa) with a
somewhat larger amplitude that is comparable to that of the undu-
lations in Fig. 4(a). By contrast, the corresponding stress level in
Fig. 4(a) exhibits a small gradual drop due to the decreasing value
of V+ and _s. Because the impact velocity is constant, the shock tra-
verses the specimen earlier than in Fig. 4(a) and r starts to riseearlier, about 0.8 ms after ﬁrst impact. The stress ahead of the
shock, r+, is similar to the one in Fig. 4b with a plateau of around
400 psi (2.75 MPa) up to 0.3 ms followed by a somewhat lower le-
vel plateau that lasts until the shock goes through the specimen.
Because of the constant V+ and the nearly constant _s, the lower
plateau is smoother with a somewhat higher level than the
corresponding one in Fig. 4(b).3.6. Longer model
The main random foam cell model used in this study has a do-
main of 12  8  8 cells. In order for the time events to correspond
to those recorded in the experiments, the model was scaled to have
the same length as the actual foam specimens tested in Part I. This
results in rather large cells that promote more discrete behavior
(Fig. 4(a)). This issue is now further scrutinized using a model with
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assembled from a 103 periodic domain soap froth by joining two
adjacent sides together, and removing redundant vertices on the
shared cube face (Kraynik, 2013). The model is dressed with beam
elements in a similar fashion ending up with the same relative
density. Anisotropy of k = 1.1 was introduced, the periodicity was
removed from all sides, and all sides were cropped down to end
up with a 18  8  8 cell model. The same scaling as before was ap-
plied making the 18-cell direction 4.0 in (102 mm) long. Since the
original soap froth model was generated independently from the
123 model used to produce the results presented thus far, it has
a different monodisperse microstructure. Therefore, the results
will also serve as a test of the effect of differences in the random
microstructure on shock formation and the dynamic crushing re-
sults in general.
Fig. 12(a) shows the calculated r and r+ stress histories for a
simulation of the 90 m/s direct impact experiment. Fig. 13 portrays
a set of deformed conﬁgurations that show the evolution of the
shock through the model foam (again slice shown taken through
the mid-width). The more numerous cells along the length, the
higher aspect ratio, and the difference in the random microstruc-
ture can be clearly seen by comparing the initial conﬁgurations,
, in Figs. 13 and 5. For completeness, the three relevant velocities
are compared to the experimental ones in Fig. 12(b). The backing
mass velocity follows very closely the experimental record and
the same can be said about the shock and crush front velocities.
One can see however, that this longer cell model enables the
extraction of more data points with improved accuracy for the lat-
ter two velocities. The r history follows essentially the same path
as the 12-cell long model—included in Fig. 12(a) with a dashed line.
The main difference is that the stress undulations are more numer-
ous with different characteristics. This conﬁrms that they are0
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from the same simulation and the corresponding measured ones.related to the number of cells along the length of the model and
to the exact nature of the random microstructure encountered by
the shock at each time. The calculated r+ stress history is also sim-
ilar to the one in Fig. 4(b). Thus, overall we can conclude that the
number of cells along the length of the model does not inﬂuence
the major issues of concern, that is the velocity of the shock, the
stresses induced in front and behind it, and the energy absorbed.
Furthermore, the different random microstructure used here did
not affect the results in any signiﬁcant way either.
3.7. Additional direct impact results with shocks
All impact experiments performed were simulated numerically
using the same relative density 12  8  8 cell model, and the
same initial kinetic energy as in the experiment. The behavior
was found to follow along the same general trends as the one de-
scribed for the 90 m/s direct impact simulation. The calculated r
and rþ stresses vs. time for initial impact velocities of 65, 75, 90,
127 and 158 m/s are compared in Fig. 14 (Vi = 75 m/s is included
for completeness even though experiment was not performed at
this velocity). To accommodate this comparison, in each case time
is normalized by ho=_s where ho is the height of the model (4.0
in—102 mm) and _s is the average velocity of the shock. This nor-
malizing variable approximately represents the time it takes the
shock to consume the specimen. So, with this normalization the
stress histories become comparable. Consequently, in Fig. 14(a)
the calculated r stresses are seen to follow the same trends for
the ﬁve cases but at different average stress levels. In addition,
the stress undulations are seen to occur at very similar normalized
times but their amplitude decrease with Vi. So for the 65 m/s sim-
ulation the amplitude of the undulations has decreased signiﬁ-
cantly. The mean stress levels follow closely the experimental
values in Fig. 11 in Part I and the termination of the stress plateaus
are seen to be nearly coincident. The subsequent rising parts of the
responses have different slopes because, among other reasons, the
time normalization adopted is not appropriate for the additional
compaction phase that takes place.
Fig. 14(b) shows the corresponding r+ stress histories. They are
all much smoother, trace similar stress plateaus that are at about
400 psi (2.76 MPa), and pick up somewhat earlier than the corre-
sponding r values. The small shifts in the initial rises are caused
by the normalization adopted.
3.8. The Hugoniot: comparisons of experiments and analysis
The 12  8  8 cell model was used to generate impact results
for velocities in the range of 50–200 m/s. To ensure consistency
in the results these calculations were performed at constant
impact velocities (V+ = const.) in the manner described in
Section 3.5. Fig. 15 shows the experimentally generated Vb-_s
Hugoniot from Part I together with the numerically generated re-
sults (Vþ  _s, N). Included also with d
ashed lines are linear best ﬁts of the experimental and numerical
data. The ﬁt of the numerical results is as follows:
_s ¼ Aþ BVþ; A ¼ 28:454; B ¼ 0:996 ðwith R2 ¼ 0:9997Þ:
This nearly perfectly linear ﬁt is in quite good agreement with the
experimental data. It has essentially the same slope as the ﬁt of
the experiments but a slightly lower intercept.
The numerical runs were used to also extract the strain behind
the shock (Hugoniot strain eH). Fig. 16 shows a comparison be-
tween the experimental and numerical V–eH Hugoniot curves. A
powerlaw ﬁt of the numerical data is also included. The numeri-
cally calculated values of eH follow a similar dependence on veloc-
ity as the experimental data. The ﬁt is slightly higher than the data
Fig. 13. Sequence of deformed conﬁgurations corresponding to times marked on the stress history in Fig. 12 with numbered bullets.
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last impact velocity analyzed (200 m/s) eH reached a value of 0.87.
Fig. 17 compares the r  Vþ Hugoniot with the corresponding
experimental one. The stress behind the shock, r, follows the
approximately quadratic increase with velocity of the measure-
ments. Included in the ﬁgure are the stresses ahead of the shock,
rþ. The levels remain essentially constant with velocity at about
390 psi (2.69 MPa), again in concert with the experimental values.For both sets the numerical results exhibit minimal scatter and are
in very good agreement with the measurements. The lowest veloc-
ity for which shock results are included is 50 m/s. The ﬁt of the cal-
culated data is seen to approach from above the constant r+ level,
with the transition from no-shock to shock behavior estimated to
be between 40 and 50 m/s. Finally, included in the ﬁgure is the ini-
tiation stress (r^I) of the calculated quasi-static response from the
same model (391.5 psi—2.70 MPa). This stress level, also drawn
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lated r+ stresses, which conﬁrms this observation made in Part I.4. Impact at subcritical velocities
The same family of foam models was used to ﬁrst simulate one
of the subcritical impact speed experiments from Part I and then to
perform a parametric study that covers impact velocities in the
range of 5–50 m/s. We start with a direct simulation of the35.1 m/s impact experiment (DY13 in Table 1 in Part I). In this case,
for clearer visualization of the deformation patterns that develop,
the 18  8  8 cell model is used (see Fig. 9). In concert with the
experiment, the model includes the bar and anvil, and the back-
ing-foam mass ratio is assigned the value of 33.9. Fig. 18(a) shows
the calculated nominal stress history at the proximal end along
with the corresponding experimental one. The stress recorded at
the distal end is plotted vs. time in Fig. 18(b) while a set of corre-
sponding deformed conﬁgurations are included in Fig. 19. Fig. 18(c)
presents a comparison of the measured and calculated backing
mass velocities. The calculated velocity is seen to track the exper-
imental one very well but its trajectory is smoother. It is also worth
noting that 2 ms into the crushing process the velocity has dropped
to 29.3 m/s.
The stress measured at the end of the bar follows a trajectory
that is very similar to the experimental one. Because of the anvil/
bar interface, the expected initial transient in the response is again
ﬁltered out. For 0.3 < t < 1.8 ms the response exhibits a relatively
ﬂat plateau with an average value of about 415 psi (2.86 MPa), in
other words a somewhat higher level than the initiation stress of
the corresponding quasi-static (QS) crushing calculation indicated
in the ﬁgure with a dash line (r^I = 399 psi—2.75 MPa). As in the
experiment, the stress picks up at about 2.0 ms. The stress at the
distal end is not inﬂuenced by the presence of the anvil and so it
exhibits an initial maximum that is essentially at the level of the
QS initiation stress. It subsequently follows a somewhat lower
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Fig. 19. Sequence of deformed conﬁgurations corresponding to times marked on
the stress histories in Fig. 18 with numbered bullets.
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(2.59 MPa). This stress starts rising at about 1.6 ms forming a short
duration second plateau that ends at about 2.4 ms. The deformed
conﬁgurations in Fig. 19 show the crushing to ﬁrst develop at the
stationary plane on the LHS. In conﬁguration r shock-like behav-
ior appears to be taking place but the front is less well-deﬁned than
at higher impact speeds and leaves behind cells that are not fully
crushed. This is also illustrated in conﬁguration s where in addi-
tion crushing has commenced at a second site marked with a red
arrow. Remembering that the image represents a slice at mid-
width of the model, this is a manifestation of a wider crushing
zone. In image t the torturous propagation of the crushing front
on the LHS has continued, but cell crushing at the second site
has increased and has also initiated at a third one indicated with
a yellow arrow. In imageu the crush zone on the right now covers
the full width of the model. Its inclination is opposite to that of the
main crushing front, leaving between the two a trapezoidal shapedwedge of intact material. This pattern is incompatible with planar
deformation and consequently the specimen develops some local
bending. In image v this wedge has also been nearly crushed
but the local bending remains. A narrow zone of nearly intact cells
adjacent to the moving backing mass on the RHS is also observed.
At this point the stress on the moving mass on the RHS starts to
increase while the stress on the opposite end remains at a lower
S. Gaitanaros, S. Kyriakides / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 1646–1661 1659level. This increase may result from interaction between stress
waves emanating from the moving mass and the approaching
crushing front. In image w, most of the specimen has crushed
although some relatively undeformed cells remain dispersed
throughout the model. The stress on the RHS is traversing a local
plateau at a higher level and the stress on the stationary plane
starts to rise.
From the results we can conclude that at this impact velocity,
the model exhibits shock behavior initially but subsequently
develops multiple crushing sites very much mimicking the corre-
sponding experiment. The plateau stress at the proximal end is
somewhat higher than the quasi-static initiation stress, an indica-
tion of moderate enhancement by inertia. The stress at the distal
end is initially close to the QS stress but drops somewhat below
it during the main crushing event.
We now present results from a wider study of sub-critical
impact velocities. For consistent results this is performed with
the same 12  8  8 cell model. Furthermore, in order to sharpen
the transition to shock formation, the impact velocity is kept con-
stant throughout the simulation. Results from impact velocities of
5–50 m/s are compared. Fig. 20(a) and (b) show respectively the
calculated proximal and distal end stresses plotted against the nor-
malized end displacement (d/ho  d) for four impact speeds. In-
cluded for comparison are corresponding results for QS crushing.
In order to contrast the subcritical and critical crushing behavior,
Fig. 21 shows sets of deformed conﬁgurations from each impact
speed at average displacements of d = {0.10,0.15,0.20,0.25,0.35}
(marked in the ﬁgures with ).
In the QS case, the stress follows the usual trend with an initial
stress maximum followed by a stress plateau that extends to
d  55%. Cell crushing initiates at a site approximately three rows
of cells from the bottom. Cell collapse propagates upwards but0
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mainly subcritical constant impact speed calculations using the same 12  8  8
cell model.without a well-deﬁned front, as bands of crushing develop at mul-
tiple sites (see image at d = 20%). In the fourth image, the crushing
zone in the upper third of the model has consumed the full width
of the model and intact cells remain between the two crushing
zones. In the image at d = 35%, the two zones of crushing have
nearly coalesced, leaving behind intact cells close to the ends. By
d  55%, the remaining cells crush also and the stress takes an up-
ward trajectory.
At impact speed of 5 m/s, deformation localizes at exactly the
same site as in the QS case and the two stresses develop a local
maximum that is at the same level. Subsequently, in contrast to
the QS case, crushing ﬁrst propagates downwards and the upwards
spreading is delayed until the third image while the two stresses
are at about the same level as in the QS response. Localized crush-
ing initiates also in the same upper site but at d levels of 25% and
higher. The propagation of crushing is also completed here by a
deformation of about 55% and beyond this point the two stresses
follow the trajectory of the QS case.
When the model is impacted at 20 m/s, the domain remains free
of shocks and crushing initiates and evolves, including the devel-
opment of multiple crushing sites, in a very similar manner as in
the 5 m/s case. Furthermore, the two stresses follow similar trajec-
tories that are also almost identical to the QS one, which also im-
plies a very similar energy absorption at the end of the stress
plateaus. In other words, no signiﬁcant enhancement of stress or
energy absorption can be reported up to this impact speed.
The behavior starts to change at impact velocity of 35 m/s and
higher. Here, crushing initiates at the impacted plane creating
what we will call, a ‘‘weak shock’’ front. Soon thereafter, however,
the site where localization ﬁrst initiated in the QS case also
collapses (see d = 0.15). Subsequently, the ‘‘shock’’ as it propagates
upwards catches up to this site as illustrated in the images for d of
20% and 25%. At higher values of d (e.g., 35%), localized crushing
has also initiated in the second site in the upper third of the model.
In other words, the mixed shock/non-shock behavior observed in
the non-constant crushing speed with the same initial impact
speed in Fig. 19 is repeated here. We thus conclude that for this
foam 35 m/s impact lies in a transitional regime from non-shock
to shock behavior. This conclusion is also supported by the re-
corded stresses in Fig. 20(a) and (b). The stress at the proximal
end is seen to have separated from the trajectories of the lower im-
pact speeds indicating inertial enhancement. The stress at the dis-
tal end follows a stress plateau that is at about the level of the
initiation stress of the QS case, but picks up somewhat earlier
and develops a similar second plateau as the case in Fig. 18(b).
At impact of 50 m/s the model clearly exhibits shock behavior:
localized crushing initiates at the proximal end forming a clear
shock front that propagates at a well-deﬁned speed from one end
to the other. Behind it, the foam is crushed and the stress is higher
as illustrated in Fig. 20(a). In front of it, the foam is essentially
uncrushed and the stress hovers at about the level of the initiation
stress of the QS case.
In summary, for impact speeds of 20 m/s and lower crushing
initiates at the weakest site, spreads locally until localization be-
comes preferred at another site followed by a third, and so on. In
other words, the crushing evolves in a manner that is similar to
the QS case. Furthermore, the stress trajectories followed at the
proximal and distal ends are similar in all respects to the QS one
and so is the induced strain. Thus, in this velocity regime, inertia
effects are very limited if any. Between 25 and 35 m/s inertial ef-
fects start to have more inﬂuence. Crushing initiates at the proxi-
mal end, the corresponding stress starts to increase and separate
from the one recorded at the distal end, and the induced strain is
somewhat larger. However, crushing continues to initiate at other
sites, so the overall behavior is closer to the QS one but at an
increasing stress and higher compaction. At 50 m/s the models
Fig. 21. Deformed conﬁgurations at the same displacements from several constant impact speed calculations (correspond to responses in Fig. 20).
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with it. Thus, the transition to shock behavior is gradual rather
than abrupt. Although this conclusion could be inﬂuenced to some
degree by the size of our model, we place it to be between
40–50 m/s.5. Summary and conclusions
Micromechanically accurate FE foam models that mimic the
random cellular microstructure of the Al foams used in this study
have been previously shown (GKK-2012) to reproduce all aspects
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cludes the initial elastic behavior, the stress at the onset of
localization, the stress plateau that follows, its extent and the den-
siﬁcation behavior. The accurate reproduction of these complex
events requires proper accounting of the anisotropy of the foams,
accurate representation of the distribution of material in the liga-
ments, the use of shear-deformable beam elements, and correct
modeling of the elasto-plastic behavior of the base material. Fur-
thermore, utilization of the beam-to-beam contact algorithm of
LS-DYNA plays a pivotal role in the accurate arrest of local crushing
promoting its propagation to intact material and in the correct
reproduction of the densiﬁcation response.
The present study extended the use of such models to dynamic
crushing of foams. Here an additional requirement is that the den-
sity of the material should be accurately represented in the model.
Suitably assembled and calibrated ﬁnite size models were used to
simulate the dynamic crushing experiments in Part I. Most calcula-
tions were performed using a 12  8  8 cell model, which was
scaled to have the 4 in (102 mm) length of the tested foam speci-
mens. The models reproduced all aspects of shock formation and
propagation. This includes the stresses recorded at the proximal
and distal ends, the strain behind the shock, and the velocities of
the backing mass and shock. For direct impact tests the shock
starts at the stationary target and propagates towards the moving
mass. It is planar but with a somewhat ragged surface due to the
discreteness and randomness of the cells it encounters. It has a
width of about one-half of a cell. The proximal stress traces a pla-
teau that increases with impact speed but the discreteness of the
microstructure introduces some stress undulations. The distal
stress was conﬁrmed to be bounded by the initiation stress of
the quasi-static crushing response, in fact it is very close to it.
A series of constant impact speed calculations were performed
and used to develop the impact–shock velocities Hugoniot of the
Al foam analyzed. This Hugoniot exhibits a linear trajectory similar
to the one generated from the experiments. The trajectory is paral-
lel to the experimental one but has a slightly lower intercept. In
concert with the experimental results, the Hugoniot strain in-
creases with impact speed asymptotically approaching 0.87 at
Vi = 200 m/s; in other words, the shocks compact the material
signiﬁcantlymore than the 0.55 value inducedwhen crushed quasi-
statically. The stress behind the shock increases quadratically with
impact speed again mimicking the corresponding measured
Hugoniot. The stress in the undeformedmaterial ahead of the shock
remains essentially at the level of the initiation stress of the QS case.
At relatively low impact speeds, in this case 20 m/s and lower,
crushing initiates at the weakest site in the model, propagates until
it encounters an obstacle when localization nucleates at another
site, and so on. In other words, the crushing develops as in QS load-
ing. The proximal and distal end stresses follow essentially the QS
response including the onset of densiﬁcation. That is to say, mini-
mal inertial effects were observed. At impact speeds in the range
of 20–40 m/s, a mixed shock/non-shock behavior was observed. A
weak shock initiates at the proximal end but subsequently localiza-
tion develops at other sites too. The corresponding stress starts to
increase and separate from that recorded at the distal end, and
the induced strain gradually starts to increase beyond the QS level.
At impact of 50 m/s and higher clear shock behavior was observed.
The transition to shock behavior is rather gradual and our best esti-
mate of when shocks occur is between 40 and 50 m/s. The results
demonstrate that a shock will develop when the impact induces a
stress that is higher than the initiation stress of the QS case. The
shock then follows the Rayleigh line to a higher stress, strain, and
energy level. The numerical results conﬁrm that the variables
behind the shock are not related to the QS response in any
way. Consequently, predictions must be based on the Hugoniot
as indeed is the tradition in shock physics. Suitably calibratedmicromechanically accurate models such as the one developed in
this study can be used in lieu of experiments to to generate the
Hugoniot.
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